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Due to the varied climate of devices used today, the web must accommodate to every 
use case via responsive design. The problem is that images are often forgotten when 
implementing fluid design, resulting in slower loading of pages and more data sent than 
necessary. This thesis aims to explore through a literary study which valid standardized 
responsive image solutions there are using HTML5 and how to implement them. The 
empirical study of this thesis will be an experiment conducted to find answers on what 
the benefits are and what you must consider when implementing responsive image 
solutions. The experiment consists of collecting data from three different websites 
implementing various degrees of responsive image solutions. We conclude from the 
literary study that there are currently two valid standardized responsive image 
solutions in HTML5 in the form of the ‘picture’ element and the ‘srcset’ attribute. We 
find that the increased size of data stored on disk and the increased complexity of the 
markup and images must be considered when implementing responsive image 
solutions. The benefits of the technique will show in terms of decreased loading times 
of the page and less data sent over the network. We also concluded that a clearer focus 
and more context was achieved on the images implementing art direction. 
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Responsive applications and websites has found an increase in demand the past years, 

mainly because of the rise of the mobile market [15]. While responsive designs are 

developed to cater to the mobile market, the images used are often only scaled down to 

fit the size of the screen. This means that no initial change is made to the images when 

loading them from a phone regarding the resolution or the file size. This practice 

encourages websites to slow down the experience for mobile users as well as draining 

their data usage. The same can be said for larger screens and resolutions as well, often 

having to deal with loading in lower resolution images than needed. Retina, Ultra HD 

and 4k displays are here to stay and the world of web has to accommodate for these 

use cases too [33]. 

 

Usage of responsive images such as the “picture” tag and the “srcset” and "sizes" 

attributes in “img” tags in HTML5 are solutions made to remedy this problem in a 

standardized way without having to use third party plugins, scripts or server-sided 

processing [33]. The goal of this thesis is to educate about the history of responsive 

images as well as to research and conduct an experiment implementing the various 

standardized solutions found. The result will then be analyzed to conclude what the 

benefits are and what should be considered when working with responsive images. 

 

 
 

Hypertext Markup Language or HTML for short is a computer language used for writing 

markup which acts as the skeleton for a website. The markup consists of easy to learn 

tags and elements which is then interpreted by the browser to compose and render a 

page with the structure of the elements the developer specified. It was created in 1990 

by the physicist Tim Berners-Lee while he was working at CERN [11]. What originally 

was thought to be used as a way to share documents between researchers with links in 

the documents to view relevant papers dynamically, Tim Berners-Lee had created what 

would be known as the web. 

 

 
Since Tim Berners-Lee proposed the initial draft of HTML in the 1990s the markup 

language used to drive the web has seen several versions. w3c, the World wide web 

consortium was created in 1994 with Berners-Lee at its lead, tasked with the challenge 

of standardizing a set of core principles that must be followed to achieve consistency on 

the web [12]. Onwards, the release of a new version held a consistent time gap of 

approximately a year up till HTML4 which was released in 1997 by recommendation 

from the w3c. After the fourth version it was not until 2014 that a new version was 

released as the consortium was occupied with developing XHTML [13]. This is the 

version that is currently used; HTML5. 
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HTML5 had several new features to catch up the standard with the ever-growing world 

of web. Removal of deprecated tags and introduction to new tags to increase semantics 

for developers was a big change. The introduction of several new API’s as well, for 

example Canvas and Web Audio [14]. The important features this thesis will focus on is 

the elements and attributes added to standardize a solution for responsive images. 

Important to note is that even if HTML5 has been released, it is still an on-going project 

which explains responsive images gradual support and use throughout the years 

The elements and attributes this thesis focus on are: 

 

  

 picture 
- A tag containing multiple image sources for the browser to choose 

from when displaying an image. Is primarily used in situations where 

art direction is important.  

 srcset 
- Defines the images that the browser can choose along with a width or 

pixel descriptor. Defining multiple allows the browser to the choose 

the best suited image for the device rendering it.  

 sizes 
- Defines a set of breakpoints or conditions which marks what image 

would be best used when the condition set is true. 
 

 
The Responsive issues community group (RICG) is a w3c community group with the 

goal of bringing new solutions to the problems responsive images encounter. This 

includes serving alternate image sources depending on what device is used and 

prevention of wasted bandwidth, among others [20]. 

 

Working together with RICG is the WHATWG (The Web Hypertext Application 

Technology Working Group) who is an open community that focus on standards for the 

web implementable in web browsers. WHATWG are the primary maintainers of HTML 

and was founded in 2004 by individuals in Apple, Opera Software and the Mozilla 

Foundation [21]. After the release of HTML4 in 1997[13] the previously mentioned 

companies got increasingly worried about the w3c’s decision to focus on XHTML 

instead of HTML resulting in the creation of the WHATWG. WHATWG is responsible for 

the “HTML living standard” which acts as a continuous standard constantly being 

updated while w3c is responsible for the HTML5 draft [13]. 

 

 
Responsive web design is the practice of creating a web design that fluidly adapts to 

what view port the page is being displayed on. The thought is to cater to all devices 

through fluid resizing which is made possible by using media queries and relative units.  
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Media queries are specified breakpoints on the page where a developer can tell exactly 

how a page should behave and display at (most commonly) a certain width. This allows 

the developer to customize the design of a website depending on the device used [34].  

 

Relative units like percentages are used to make the content fluid and responsive 

compared to absolute units like pixels where the content probably would go out of 

bounds at a certain width [34]. 

 

Responsive web design is becoming more and more important and it’s because of the 

rapid increase of mobile phones market share. In March of 2015 mobile phones had a 

market share of 31.6%, desktops 62.3% and tablets 6.1% [15]. In March of 2018 mobile 

phones has risen to 51.6%, surpassing desktops which in turn has decreased to 44.3% 

and tablets to 4.2% [16]. This swift escalation forced the market to implement 

responsive web pages or create mobile apps. While mobile applications have the 

advantage of being a tailored version of a website, it comes with a maintenance fee of 

having to update both platforms while responsive websites work cross-platform. 

 

 
While responsive design is a popular term often being thrown around, responsive 

images are not talked about as often. A common practice is to load a full resolution 

image and scale it down to fit the responsive design. This practice is a slow approach, 

sending more data than needed resulting in slower loading times [33]. You are not 

going to see any difference visually, but the usability may degrade if several images are 

present on the page. 

 

Before the current HTML5 solutions developers could solve this in a number of ways. 

The most similar to HTML5 is Picturefill which is a polyfill. This means that a client-side 

JavaScript script was implemented to imitate the new HTML5 elements and attributes 

to be able to be used on browser not yet supporting them [5].  

 

Adaptive Images is another solution, this time as a server-side PHP solution. Adaptive 

Images needs a script client-side checking for the devices screen size and then requests 

the images from an apache server going through the Adaptive Images module. The 

most suitable image will then be chosen and sent back. If the module does not find a 

fitting image, a new image will be created from compressing the original [5] [17]. 

 

HiSRC is a jQuery solution that chooses a low-resolution image for mobiles first and 

then checks if a bigger image should be loaded depending on the internet connection 

and device pixel ratio support [18]. 

 

The modern solution is to use the native elements in HTML5 which this thesis will 

explore more. 
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Browser support for the picture element and various responsive image solutions has 

been scarce. Chrome and Firefox adopted support as early as 2014 but it was not until 

recent (2016 - 17) [19] that most browsers started to support the elements and could 

start to replace other script or server-side based solutions. The only browsers not 

supporting the picture element and the srcset and sizes attributes right now is Opera 

mini and Internet explorer 11 [19] [28]. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 An overview of the browsers currently supporting the picture element and the 

srcset and sizes attributes [19] [28]. 

 

 
When working with responsive images it is important to understand that all images 

does not fit into a design just by scaling it. Cropping an image or replacing it with an 

image with different proportions that accentuates the important parts of the picture is 

called art direction [7]. A typical example of applying art direction can be having a 

broad picture of a landscape spanning the whole width of the viewport at higher 

resolutions and later replacing it with a square picture that is focused on the important 

parts of it as well as fitting the smaller resolutions better. 

 

    

Figure 1.2(Left) A wide image of a landscape typically fit for larger resolution 

viewports Figure 1.3 (Right) An art directed image where the focus has been 

shifted to accentuate the house and to better fit smaller resolution viewports 

 
The idea of content flowing seamlessly into any variation of resolution and viewport 

works well, but handling images has always been a gray zone. Scaling images that are 

resolution fixed to cater to the responsive design commonly comes with problems such 
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as losing quality or performance [33]. This was commonly fixed with scripts or polyfills 

but there is now sufficient browser support for a solution with HTML5. 

HTML5 introduces new elements and attributes that allows us to specify multiple 

sources and then let the browser choose the right image to serve through the 

information provided [8]. This thesis strives to get more knowledge about this solution 

to responsive images by measuring what impact it has when implemented. 

 

The hypothesis is that users will benefit from implementing responsive images in terms 

of performance and art direction. By serving the right image for the device used, the 

size of the image and load times will be optimized. This will make the experience of 

browsing image heavy pages better. Being able to alter the art direction of an image will 

give the image clearer focus and give more context to the user. 

 

While the end user will see improvements in theory, the developer side of the 

hypothesis is unclear. The developers do not need any additional scripts or polyfills 

anymore, but the markup required for responsive images as well as the number of 

bytes saved on disk will be a challenge.  

 

The more specific devices and variations a developer want to support, the more 

complex the markup will be and the more variations of the same image will have to be 

stored. The manual labor of the designer to crop the images into the right sizes can 

quickly scale out of realistic proportions. This is an interesting balancing act a 

developer must confront. 

 
The scope is to limit this thesis to the standardized solution for responsive images. 

 

This includes: 

 

• The background of HTML, responsive design & images. This also includes who 

drives the development forward, current browser support and information 

regarding what art direction is. 

 

• The standardized solutions to responsive images, how they work and how to 

implement them. 

 

• The analysis, results and conclusion of an experiment comparing web pages 

that has implemented responsive images and not. 

 

This thesis will not include image optimization in the form of comparing file formats 

even though it is a relevant topic in the world of responsive images. WebP and SVG are 

file formats well suited for the web and is a factor you must consider when going for 

absolute performance. This is not the focus of the thesis though which is why this topic 

is not included. Image file formats will be mentioned in Section 8 - Future Work instead. 
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RQ1 - What are the current valid standardized solutions to implementing 

responsive images using HTML5? 

 

There are a number of different techniques used to solve responsive image problems 

depending on the use case. The goal is to explore and explain the standardized 

solutions to responsive images in HTML5. 

 

RQ2 - What benefits are there to implementing responsive images? 

 

The solutions found from the previous question will be implemented and used in an 

experiment to determine the benefits of implementing responsive compared to non-

responsive images.  

 

Hypothesis: 

Performance and art direction will be the biggest factors benefiting from implementing 

responsive images. Load times and data sent will be optimized to cater to the variations of 

resolutions tested. Art direction will bring a clearer focus and context to the images. No 

additional scripts or polyfills will be needed. 

 

RQ3 - What considerations must be taken when working with responsive images? 

 

The goal is to explore the prerequisites required to responsive images being worth 

implement and weigh pros and cons against each other. 

 

Hypothesis: 

Developers will have to consider if the complexities of the markup required to be written 

is worth implementing to achieve better performance or art direction.  

 

Developers will also have to consider the size of data stored on disk. The technique of 

serving a different image for certain test cases must be considered for large systems with 

many images as the scale could become a problem quickly. 
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The search strategy used involved searching for relevant academic papers and articles 

including the key words “Responsive”, “design”, “images” and “html5”. A combination of 

these key words was used primarily in Google Scholar and BTH’s library database 

called Summon. The search parameters were also customized to only show results 

within the last 6 years. Even though the hits in Summon and Google Scholar exceeded a 

hundred thousand, no sources from these searches were used in this thesis. The results 

found were disappointing as the most relevant sources were neither academic papers 

or trustworthy sources. More success was found using the database DiVA to find 

academic papers written about responsive images specifically.  29 results were found 

from the search string “Responsive images” and two of them were used in this thesis. 

The topic of responsive images is still a new one which could result in a lack of 

academic papers. Because of this, google searches has been utilized to gather more 

information. This information primarily comes from sources that are prolific within the 

topic of responsive images. 

The literature study of this thesis will answer the first research question: RQ1.  

 
The empirical study of this thesis will be to perform an experiment. This experiment is 

linked to the research questions RQ2 and RQ3. The aim is to answer these questions as 

thorough as possible. This will be done by comparing three minimally built HTML5 web 

pages. One with responsive image techniques implemented, one without and the last 

one implementing both responsive images and art direction.  These web pages will 

have the same layout and structure with only the responsiveness and art direction 

implementation as the difference.  

 

 
The results of the experiment can be logged with the developer tools of a browser of 

your choosing. The results were gathered from this experiment using Google Chrome. 

 

 
The three websites prepared for the experiment has the same base structure with only 

responsiveness and art direction setting them apart. They consist of a title, two images 

and a link in the footer to the GitHub repository. The images selected are of varying 

rotation to better accommodate for the art-direction use case as well. Specifically, one 

horizontal full width image and one vertical image centered on the page. The pages 

used in the experiment are hosted using GitHub Pages and can be found in the 

appendix. 
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The experiment will focus on 4 different resolution break points that are wide enough 

to contain most of the common resolutions for desktops, tablets and mobile phones 

[29] [30] [31]. The resolutions are the following: 

 

Resolution 3840px 1920px  1024px 480px 

Description High resolution Covers most 

desktop 

resolutions 

Covers most 

tablet 

resolutions 

Covers most 

mobile phone 

resolutions 

Table 3.1 Resolution widths used in the experiment. 

 

The images used will all be high-resolution JPEG images scaled down into the 4 

resolutions previously mentioned to ensure consistency across the experiment and to 

eliminate randomness. The images will also be stripped of metadata beforehand to use 

as pure images as possible in the experiment. 

 

The browser developer tools will be used to set the max-width of the page to each 

resolution mentioned above and log the results gathered. Gathering the results will be 

performed in a systematic way where each of the three pages will be loaded in at each 

resolution. This process will be repeated ten times to minimize randomness and 

anomalies. It is also important that no caching is done by the browser to prevent 

skewing the results. 

 

 
The test cases selected reflect common viewports of devices used today. These different 

cases prioritize different things. The smaller view ports tend to prioritize art direction, 

load times and the amount of data sent because they make a big impact on mobile 

phones and tablets. Larger view ports have more real estate on the screen which often 

makes art direction useless as the whole image can be displayed instead. Image quality 

is an example of an attribute prioritized more in larger view ports.  

The preliminary data of interest in this thesis will be: 

• Load time of images in browser 

The amount of time in seconds that it takes for every image on the website to 

fully load. This is directly related to the amount of data sent over the network. 

The more data sent, the more will the page’s loading time be affected. Both are 

included in this thesis to emphasize the individual benefits from implementing 

responsive images. 

• Data sent over the network 

The amount of data being sent over the network in megabytes to fully load the 

page. This is affected by the images size being fetched. Data sent is affected by 

parameters like image size and quality and generally increases when a page is 

supporting higher resolutions for images. 
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• Size of data stored on disk 

The size of the images that is stored on the disk. This is interesting to us 

because supporting a broad variation of viewports typically means that every 

image must have multiple versions of itself in different resolutions. This in turn 

increases the total size of data stored on disk. This is a big factor having to 

consider before implementing responsive images. 

• Number of images stored on disk 

The number of images that is stored on disk. As previously mentioned in “Size 

of data stored on disk”, supporting a broad variation of viewports means that 

the volume of images increase. The images have to be cropped manually by the 

developer and when a system scales this task can quickly become 

unmaintainable. This data and the “size of data stored on disk” complements 

each other well as we can analyze the size of the data divided between the 

number of images. 

• Complexity of the markup 

 

Complexity of the markup refers to the HTML markup written to achieve 

responsiveness and art direction. As complexity is not something that can be 

measured and shown on a graph, it will be analyzed separately from the 

experiment. The primary parameters that will be analyzed is the length of the 

markup, the complexity of the calculations made in regard to working with the 

“sizes” attribute and the number of image sources needed. 

 

Load time of images and data sent over the network will be measured in the browser 

which gives us the result in seconds and megabytes respectively. The size of data stored 

on disk will be measured by looking at the total weight of the images in windows 

explorer. Number of images stored on disk will be counted in windows explorer. 

 

While the first four mentioned categories will be gathered in the experiment, 

complexity of the markup will be analyzed separately after the experiment has been 

done. It is a category that cannot be measured on a graph but is just as important as the 

others.  
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This literature review is the results found regarding the first research question: RQ1. 

The aim is to bring an understanding of the subject of responsive images through the 

resources found in databases, literature and the internet. This includes answering the 

previously mentioned research question by defining what the standardized solutions 

are to responsive images, how they work and examples on how to use them. 

 
With developers using different scripts, plugins and server-sided processing to achieve 

responsive images in the past you would think that the introduction of HTML5 would 

define a set standard of solutions to the responsive images problem. The closest thing 

found to that description is a proposal written and maintained by the previously 

mentioned w3c Responsive Images Community Group in consultation with the HTML 

Working Group and the WHATWG [7]. The document describes the use cases and 

requirements needed to standardize a solution for responsive images. It is explicitly 

written that this proposal is a work in progress and should be taken as such. It is stated 

that “This is a draft document and may be updated, replaced or obsoleted by other 

documents at any time” which makes answering the research question previously 

mentioned difficult. 

 

As mentioned, the proposal written by w3c is a work in progress and should be taken 

as such but it is also the closest document we can find that pinpoints the solutions in a 

common document written in collaboration by the maintainers of HTML. We will use 

this document as a base to explore and dive deeper into the different solutions 

proposed.  

 

The proposed solutions mentioned in the document are currently three, with one being 

abandoned. 

 

 The ‘srcset’ attribute 

 The ‘picture’ element 

 HTTP client hints 

 The ‘src-N’ approach (Abandoned) 

 

If we compare the proposed solutions to other sources like the article “Responsive 

images 101” by Jason Grigsby [1], “Images” by Pete LePage [3] and “Responsive Images 

in Practice” by Eric Portis [8] we can see that the common solutions mentioned are the 

first two in this list; The ‘srcet’ attribute and the ‘picture’ element. ‘Srcset’ and ‘picture’ 

are also mentioned in the HTML5 specification [32] and the HTML living standard [10] 

which legitimizes them. HTTP client hints are however not mentioned in these 

specifications. Using client hints is another solution that is on horizon but the technique 

still needs time to grow due to lacking browser support [24]. Ilya Grigorik writes about 

Client hints in his article “Automating Resource Selection with Client Hints” [23] 
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explaining how automating resource selection can be achieved with the help of client 

hints and the picture element. Jason Grigsby also wrote an article, “Responsive Images 

201: Client Hints”, where the technique is explained in detail ranging from how to 

implement it, disadvantages and client hints current state. Let us dive into each of the 

techniques for more details. 

 
The srcset attribute is an attribute used on an img-tag in HTML5 and the first solution 

proposed in the previously mentioned proposal written by the w3c [7]. This attribute 

makes it possible to specify multiple images for the browser to choose from. The syntax 

is a comma separated list starting with the image path followed by a width descriptor. 

The width descriptor specifies the width of the image in pixels, but instead of ‘px’ we 

use ‘w’ for the descriptor. The browser selects the image that fits the environment 

currently used to display the page the best [8]. How the browser selects the best image 

is unspecified, what is important is to describe each image as good as possible to make 

it possible for the browser to make the best choice. 

 

Below is an example of a regular image using the ‘src’ attribute to point to an image 

path. Let’s assume that the image is a full width image spanning across the whole view 

port. 

 

 

 <img src="../assets/house/3840.jpg" alt="Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet"> 

  
To make the image responsive we can specify multiple sources of the image with 

different sizes. The ‘src’ attribute is still relevant as it is used when the browser used is 

not supporting the ‘srcset’ attribute. In the example below, we specify four different 

sources with varying widths to cover as much ground as possible but keep it graspable.  

 

 

 <img  

     srcset="../assets/house/3840.jpg 3840w,  

     ../assets/house/1920.jpg 1920w, 

     ../assets/house/1024.jpg 1024w, 

     ../assets/house/480.jpg 480w" 

     src="../assets/house/3840.jpg"  

     alt="Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet"> 

  
 

The problem now is that the browser needs to know the size of the image’s layout in 

order to make a calculated choice about which image to load. The browser receives this 

information right when it begins to download the image [25]. We need the browser to 

make a calculated choice before that point. We can help the browser out by estimating 

the image’s size in relation to the viewport. This is where the ‘sizes’ attribute comes 

into play. This attribute is not considered a “solution” by the proposal document from 

w3c, but it is not less important because of it. We’ll explain it separately but let’s 

include it under the ‘srcset’ solution to not confuse anything. 
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In the previous example we showed the code for a responsive image covering the full 

width of the view port. What we had left to do was to specify a ‘sizes’ value i.e. an 

estimate to the image size relative to the view port for the browser to be able to make 

the best choice possible. In this example we lucked out because when left unspecified, 

the default value of the ‘sizes’ attribute is ‘100vw’. Vw are viewport units, specifically 

viewport-width in this case.  Because our image is full width, the code above works out 

very well. 100vw is the same as 100% width. Let’s create a slightly more complicated 

use case to show the complexity of the attribute. 

 

Instead of a full width covering horizontal image, let us use a vertical image wrapped in 

a container that limits the width of the image to 33em and has a font-size of 1.25em. Let 

us assume that a padding of 1em is present at either side of the image as well.  

This use case is a common case that pages like blogs and social media use where the 

images and text is centered on the screen and the image is bound to a specific 

container. 

 

The default value, 100vw, of the ‘sizes’ attribute will not work on this use case as the 

max width of 33em on the container does not match that value. Instead we have to 

cater our code to the specifications we’ve been provided with and do this step by step. 

In the code below, we specify a condition that checks if the viewport is wider than 

33em. If that is the case the image’s width will remain 33em. Otherwise the image’s 

width will be 100vw [8]. 

 

 

 sizes="(min-width: 33em) 33em, 100vw" 

 
 

This is a good start and it would probably sufficient to help the browser make a good 

choice selecting the right responsive image. We can optimize it further though. 

According to our use case we use a font size of 1.25em and a 1em padding on either 

side which we must consider. As the condition in the ‘sizes’ attribute value takes font 

size into account using em, we must multiply our value with 1.25 [8]. This is because an 

em is equal to the current font size. Then we must subtract the padding of 2 x 1em from 

the other values. The result is the code below. 

 

 

 <img  

     srcset="../assets/mountainVert/1080.jpg 1080w,  

             ../assets/mountainVert/620.jpg 620w, 

             ../assets/mountainVert/480.jpg 480w" 

     sizes="(min-width: 41.25em) 39.25em, 

                 calc(100vw - 2em)" 

     src="../assets/mountainVert/1080.jpg"  

     alt="Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet">¨ 
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The ‘picture’ element is the second solution proposed by the w3c in their previously 

mentioned proposal [7]. It is a new element introduced in HTML5 and is primarily used 

for art direction in the form of source picking. While ‘srcset’ and ‘sizes’ are used to 

make the browser select the best fitting image for us, ‘picture’ lets us regain some 

control over the images chosen. By specifying values to the ‘media’ and ‘source’ 

attributes we can control what images will be displayed at what device sizes, 

resolutions and orientations [3]. In the example below we have implemented art 

direction and the ‘picture’ element to our image. 

 

 

 <picture> 

      <source 

           media="(min-width: 36em)" 

           srcset="../assets/mountainVert/1080.jpg 1080w,  

           ../assets/mountainVert/620.jpg 620w, 

           ../assets/mountainVert/480.jpg 480w" 

           sizes="(min-width: 41.25em) 39.25em, 

               calc(100vw - 2em)"/> 

      <source  

           srcset="../assets/mountainVert/620square.jpg 620w,  

           ../assets/mountainVert/480square.jpg 480w" 

           sizes="(min-width: 41.25em) 39.25em, 

               calc(100vw - 2em)"/> 

      <img  

           src="../assets/mountainVert/1080.jpg"  

           alt="Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet"/> 

 </picture> 

  
 

The ‘picture’ element works in the way that the img-tag is to be regarded as the default 

image being displayed. But instead of being a fallback to the other sources, the source-

tag feeds the img-tag an image if the specified rules are met [8]. In this example we 

force the browser to choose between three vertical images if the width of the viewport 

is higher than 36em. As soon as the viewport width dips below 36em we force the 

browser to choose between two of our square images. This is the solution for art 

direction previously mentioned in this thesis and by Jason Grigsby in his article 

“Responsive Images 101, Part 6: Picture Element” [26]. We can choose what set of 

images that should be delivered to cater to the user’s environment and focus more on 

the part of the image that is important with art direction. 

 
HTTP client hints is the third and last solution proposed by the w3c in their previously 

mentioned proposal [7]. The technique involves sending information through the 

request header that helps the server know what content the browser prefers. The 

information sent that is relevant to our use case of responsive images are device pixel 

ratio, the width of the image and the viewport width [22]. By delivering this 
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information through the request headers we will in theory not need to use the ‘srcset’ 

attribute in our markup. The only information that would be needed in the markup 

would be the ‘sizes’ attribute to make it possible for the browser to calculate the width 

of the image in relation to the viewport. The server would take care of the logic 

selecting the optimal image based on the information received and the markup 

required to be written would decrease in complexity and length. This sounds simpler 

compared to the other solutions, why is it not widely used? 

 

The reason that the ‘srcset’ attribute and the ‘picture’ element are more commonly 

used solutions is because the complexity of the client hints technique and the support 

for it. The browser support is limited to only Blink-based browsers i.e. Chrome and 

Opera and a server is also needed that supports client hints [27]. According to Jason 

Grigsby in his article “Responsive Images 201: Client Hints” there may be a possibility 

in the future that popular servers like Apache and NGINX would support client hints 

and have the capability to take care of processing images. The best bet for now though 

according to Grigsby would be to use an image resizing service specifically developed 

for the purpose of responsive images [22]. 

 

To be able to use client hints you must opt in to by adding a meta tag in the markup. 

This is because it is unnecessary to add content to the request header every request if 

there is no support for it. 

 

 

 <meta http-equiv="Accept-CH" content="DPR, Viewport-Width, Width"> 

  
 

The problem with adding the meta-tag above is that the server will not know if the 

browser supports client hints before the markup has been created. The server needs 

options if the browser does not support client hints. A solution to the problem is to use 

client hints but also include the longer ‘srcset’ markup as a fallback [22]. 

 
We have now looked deeper into the three responsive image solutions proposed and 

learned how they work, strengths, in some cases weaknesses and how to implement 

the solution to achieve responsive images. 

 

Going back to the research question RQ1, we seem to have found the solutions we’ve 

been looking for. At least on the surface. But answering the question is tricky because 

we must argue about which solutions are currently standardized in HTML5 and which 

ones are not. 

 

All three solutions are proposed in the document written by the w3c [7], but only two 

of them, ‘picture’ and ‘srcset’, are mentioned in the HTML5 specification [32] and the 

HTML living standard [10]. HTTP client hints seems to be a technique that may solve 

the responsive image problem gracefully in the future but for now lacks browser 

support [27], the ability to stand on its own legs without another responsive image 
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solution as fallback and requires a server implementation [22]. This makes the 

proposed solution unreliable to call valid and standardized. The ‘picture’ element and 

‘srcset’ attributes however are all mentioned in the two specifications of HTML 

previously mentioned [32] [10], has the browser support [19] [28] and can be 

implemented in pure markup not needing a server implementation. 

 

The conclusion drawn is that three responsive image solutions were found: 

 The ‘picture’ element 

 The ‘srcset’ attribute 

 HTTP Client Hints 

 

But arguably, at this point only two of them could be determined as valid standardized 

solutions using HTML5: 

 The ‘picture’ element 

 The ‘srcset’ attribute 
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Every test in this experiment was conducted ten times each. This means that the values 

used in this result section is averages from the result retrieved. 

 

To make the results more readable the three different pages we have conducted tests 

on in the experiment will each be given an alias. 

 “Base” – The base page where no responsive image solutions have been 

implemented 

 “Resp” – The page where only responsiveness has been implemented, not art 

direction. 

 “ArtDir” – The page where both responsive image solutions and art direction 

has been implemented. 

 
 

“Base” had an average load time of 2.7 seconds. Because of the lack of responsiveness, 

“Base” uses the highest resolution image regardless of resolution break points. This is 

also a factor in why “Resp” and “ArtDir” is not identical to “Base” at the 3840px break 

point. The browser determined that the highest resolution image was redundant in 

“Resp” and “ArtDir” resulting in loading in a lower resolution image. This is because the 

container the image is wrapped in has a width limit. A higher resolution image in the 

same container would make no difference in quality. 

 
“Resp” did significantly better than “Base” with average load times of: 

 2.42 seconds at 3840px which is a 10.4% decrease in loading times compared 

to “Base”. 

 0.98 seconds at 1920px which is a 63.7% decrease in loading times compared 

to “Base”. 

 0.63 seconds at 1024px which is a 76.7% decrease in loading times compared 

to “Base”. 

 0.47 seconds at 480px which is an 82.6% decrease in loading times compared 

to “Base”. 

 
“ArtDir” did similar to “Resp” but with improvements of the load times towards the 

480px break point. “ArtDir” had average load times of: 
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 2.48 seconds at 3840px which is an 8.1% decrease in loading times compared 

to “Base”. 

 0.96 seconds at 1920px which is a 64.4% decrease in loading times compared 

to “Base”. 

 0.63 seconds at 1024px which is a 76.7% decrease in loading times compared 

to “Base”. 

 0.23 seconds at 480px which is a 91.5% decrease in loading times compared to 

“Base” and a 51% decrease compared “Resp”. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Graph showing load times of images in the browser with the load times 

in seconds on the Y–axis and the resolution width on the X-axis. 

 
 

“Base” sent an average of 2.9 megabytes of data. The same principles as the load times 

results apply here. “Base” uses the highest resolution images on all four breakpoints 

which is the reason for the high amount of data sent. 

 
“Resp” did significantly better again than “Base” with the average amount of data sent: 

 2.6 megabytes at 3840px which is a 10.3% decrease in the amount of data sent 

compared to “Base”. 
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 0.94 megabytes at 1920px which is a 67.6% decrease in the amount of data sent 

compared to “Base”. 

 0.56 megabytes at 1024px which is an 80.7% decrease in the amount of data 

sent compared to “Base”. 

 0.29 megabytes at 480px which is a 90% decrease in the amount of data sent 

compared to “Base”. 

 
“ArtDir” did similar to “Resp” but with improvements of the amounts of data sent 

towards the 480px break point. “ArtDir” had the average amount of data sent: 

 2.6 megabytes at 3840px which is a 10.3% decrease in the amount of data sent 

compared to “Base”. 

 0.94 megabytes at 1920px which is a 67.6% decrease in the amount of data sent 

compared to “Base”. 

 0.56 megabytes at 1024px which is an 80.7% decrease in the amount of data 

sent compared to “Base”. 

 0.17 megabytes at 480px which is a 94.1% decrease in the amount of data sent 

compared to “Base” and a 41.2% decrease compared to “Resp”. 

 

Figure 5.2 Graph showing data sent over the network with the data sent in 

megabytes on the Y–axis and the resolution width on the X-axis. 
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“Base” needed a total of 2.9 megabytes stored on disk divided between 2 images. 

 
“Resp” needed a total of 4.4 megabytes stored on disk divided between 7 images. That 

is an increase of 51.7% compared to “Base”. 

 
“ArtDir” applied needed a total of 4.8 megabytes stored on disk divided between 10 

images. That is an increase of 65.5% compared to “Base” and a 9.1% increase compared 

to “Resp”. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Graph showing the size of data stored on disk with the size of data in 

megabytes on the Y–axis and the type of responsive image implementation on the 

X-axis. 
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Figure 5.4 Graph showing the number of files stored on disk with the number of 

images on the Y – axis and the type of responsive image implementation on the X – 

axis. 

 

 
Note that the experiment made use of two different images with several alternate 

versions for implementing the responsive image solutions. Below is the code for one of 

the two images to show the complexity of the markup. 

 

 
 

 <img src="../assets/mountainVert/1080.jpg" alt="Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet"> 

 
 

“Base” has the markup with the least complexity and is the most minimalistic. The 

image tag only points to an image path and has the alt attribute as fallback. It displays 

the image and nothing more, hence the constant result in section 5.1 and 5.2. 
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 <img  

     srcset="../assets/mountainVert/1080.jpg 1080w,  

     ../assets/mountainVert/620.jpg 620w, 

     ../assets/mountainVert/480.jpg 480w" 

     sizes="(min-width: 41.25em) 39.25em, 

         calc(100vw - 2em)" 

     src="../assets/mountainVert/1080.jpg"  

     alt="Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet "> 

 
 

“Resp” utilizes multiple image sources by using the “srcset” attribute. This enables the 

browser to pick the best fitting image for the environment of the device used. Because 

of the container the image is wrapped in, the font size and the padding applied, the 

“sizes” attribute must be utilized to calculate an estimate of the image width in relation 

to the viewport. This adds complexity to the markup and the number of images that 

must be managed. 

 
  

 <picture> 

     <source 

         media="(min-width: 36em)" 

         srcset="../assets/mountainVert/1080.jpg 1080w,  

         ../assets/mountainVert/620.jpg 620w, 

         ../assets/mountainVert/480.jpg 480w" 

         sizes="(min-width: 41.25em) 39.25em, 

             calc(100vw - 2em)"/> 

     <source  

         srcset="../assets/mountainVert/620square.jpg 620w,  

         ../assets/mountainVert/480square.jpg 480w" 

         sizes="(min-width: 41.25em) 39.25em, 

             calc(100vw - 2em)"/> 

     <img  

         src="../assets/mountainVert/1080.jpg"  

         alt="Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet"/> 

 </picture> 

 
 

“ArtDir” implements the same solution as “Resp” but with the added feature of art 

direction. By implementing art direction, the previous markup is wrapped by the 

“picture” element and “source” tags. The “media” attribute in this case decides which 

source is used by specifying a media condition. This allows for source picking and 

ultimately art direction. In the above code, art direction is applied by replacing the long 

vertical image with a square version. Not only does the complexity increase with the 

additional images that must be handled, but also because of the “sizes” attribute that 

must be defined for every “source” tag. 
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As the page’s loading times differ depending on factors like the internet connection and 

the device used, it was decided that the experiment would run each test ten times and 

use the average of those values to eliminate anomalies and validity threats as much as 

possible. 

 

The experiment pages are hosted on Github which could be a source of network latency 

depending on the location of the servers.  

 
Compared to the “Base” page’s average load time of 2.7 seconds, both “Resp” and 

“ArtDir” managed to improve the load times of every break point specified. What we 

can extract from the results is that the load times decreases significantly the smaller the 

break point is. This was to be expected by the hypothesis in RQ2 and the literature 

study as a similar trend can be seen in the article “Responsive images in practice” by 

Eric Portis [8].  

 

“Resp” improves loading times with 10.4% and “ArtDir” with 8.1% on the 3840px 

break point. It may be a small improvement, but every break point after that is 

significant. “Resp” improves loading times with 63.7%, 76.7% and 82.6% for the 

1920px, 1024px and 480px break points. Even better numbers are shown with “ArtDir” 

where loading times are improved by 64.4%, 76.7% and 91.5% for the same break 

points. These are numbers that developers simply can’t ignore.  

 

To put it in context, “Base” loads in 2.7 seconds on the 480px break point while “ArtDir” 

loads in on the same break point in 0.23 seconds. “ArtDir” is loading in 2.47 seconds 

faster than the base page! With the mobile heavy climate we live in right now, these 

results are a perfectly good example of why responsive image solutions should be 

considered to be implemented. 

 
With a similar curve to the results from 5.2, data sent over the network improves more 

the smaller the break point is. It is no small decrease in data sent either. The most 

extreme case is to compare “Base” and “ArtDir” at the 480px break point. Compared to 

“Base” 2.6 megabytes of data sent, “ArtDir” only sends 0.17 megabytes of data over the 

network. Put that into perspective by imagining a website with thousands of visitors a 

day. The amount of data saved quickly scales up. 

 

The other breakpoints manage to save data compared to “Base” as well. “Resp” and 

“ArtDir” decreased the same amount of data sent with 10.3% at 3840px, 67.6% at 

1920px and 80.7% at 1024px. The difference between the two were at the 480px break 
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point where “Resp” saved 90% instead of “ArtDir” which saved 94.1%. This is due to 

the square images being lighter than the original sized images. 

 

These numbers are similar to the results from 5.2, with good reason. Load times of 

images and data sent are connected to each other. Improve one and the other will 

follow. These two categories are the ones that are going to positively affect the end 

users the most. This is the purpose of implementing responsive images. The downsides 

will start to show on the developer side of things. 

 

 
The results of this category tell us that “Resp” stored 50.9% and “ArtDir” 65.2% more 

data on disk compared to “Base”. This means that an extra 1.5 and 1.9 megabytes were 

stored on disk for “Resp” and “ArtDir” respectively. That is such a small number that it 

is unlikely to have any effect at all. The question that always appears when analyzing 

responsive images though is scaling. Will the size of data stored on disk become a 

problem when responsive image solutions are implemented on large scale systems? 

 

Probably not. Our hypothesis said otherwise, but the truth is that storage is something 

that can be bought almost endlessly. It can of course be smart to try and compress the 

data stored to save space, but the thought of running out of storage before anything 

else bottlenecks is probably not feasible. One of those bottlenecks could be the manual 

labor required to create these alternate versions of the images.  

 

As seen in figure 5.4, “Resp” utilizes 7 images and “ArtDir” 10 images compared to 

“Base’s” 2 images. Depending on the number of images and the complexity of the 

markup, it could become apparent that it is unfeasible for the developer or designer to 

crop and prepare alternate versions for every image. That is the point where you would 

have to consider if implementing responsive image solutions are worth it. But before 

we discuss that, let us play with the thought of alternate solutions to the problem. 

 

We know from researching HTTP client hints that server sided image processing is 

possible but a complex thing to implement. But would it solve our problem by 

automating the image preparation process? If we lived in a perfect world maybe, but 

right now there are too many variables that need to match to make it work.  

 

Delivering automatically scaled images would force the server to render a large 

number of alternate versions for every image. This would not only require a powerful 

server to manage but it would also create a cache problem. The probability of the 

browser using a newly scaled image instead of a cached image would increase 

significantly, which in turn makes the automation questionable in terms of 

performance. Implementing art direction with an automated solution will likely still 

require manual work as well, resulting in higher costs and maintenance. 
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The discussion whether implementing responsive images is worth it or not was left 

unanswered in 6.4, so let us resume where we left off by integrating this experiment 

results into the discussion. 

 

As we can see in 5.4, the markup written gradually becomes more complex depending 

on the number of alternate versions of an image, the more complicated the ‘sizes’ 

attribute is and whether art direction is implemented. This may not be a problem in the 

experiment which only uses two images, but when a page uses images in tenths or 

hundreds the complexity and maintainability soon overwhelms the developers having 

to manually implement the solution. 

 

A solution could be to once again automate some of the work. If we could generate the 

HTML required for every image, complexity would not be a problem. The tricky thing is 

the small manual maintenance that must be made to the markup. The ‘sizes’ attribute 

for example relies on precise calculations for a smooth experience. That is not an easy 

task to achieve by automation without human input. The bulk of the markup could 

probably be generated though, which helps in the long run. 

 

The answer to the question if responsive images are worth to implement is dependent 

on the context. Static pages made to show case for example a company or project would 

benefit greatly from implementing responsive images. It would allow the user for a 

better experience on every device and the developers would only have to implement 

the solutions once as the pages content most likely do not change. A dynamic website is 

a harder use case as the content would change and could be indefinite, worst-case 

scenario. These are the use cases where automation by markup generation and server 

sided image processing would shine the most.  

  

 
What are the current valid standardized solutions to implementing responsive 
images using HTML5? 
 
In the literature review, section 4.6, we concluded that there were three current 

responsive image solutions but only two that could be considered valid and 

standardized.  

 

The ‘picture’ element and ‘srcset’ attribute were no doubt valid solutions to the 

problem and should be considered standardized solutions. They are mentioned in the 

HTML5 specification [32], the HTML living standard [10] and in the proposal regarding 

responsive image solutions written by the w3c [7]. They are implemented without the 

need for required server processing and the browser support today is there [19] [28]. 

There are always fallbacks in place for non-supportive browsers as well.  

 

HTTP clients is the big question mark in this topic though. This technique is interesting 

because it can be elegant. Little code is required in markup for client hints to work and 

in theory should work as great as the previously mentioned solutions [22]. The 
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principle behind leaving the work of picking the image to the server or even implement 

image processing abilities is great. We discussed this further in section 6.4. The drive to 

evolve this technique is unfortunately low. The browser support for client hints is still 

limited to Blink-based browsers [27] and you still need the previous solutions 

mentioned as a fallback which defeats the purpose of minimizing the complexity on the 

client side of things. 

 

With the current state of HTTP client hints it is hard to argue for it currently being a 

valid and standardized responsive image solution. It has potential to be big in the 

future, but it requires the browser developers to take charge and better support HTTP 

client hints as well as develop a solution to skip having the other verbose solutions as a 

fallback. 

 
 

What benefits are there to implementing responsive images? 

 

In our hypothesis of this question we believed that loading times, image weight and 

data sent would be optimized and see improvements along with art direction giving the 

images clearer focus and context. This ended up matching well with the results 

gathered. 

 

Implementing responsive image solutions in our experiment showed us significant 

decreases in loading times and lower amounts of data sent over the network across all 

resolution break points compared to “Base”. This results in faster loading pages and 

less bandwidth being used loading the page. Applying art direction not only gave 

additional performance boosts on 480px resolution widths but it also helped with 

focusing on the important parts of an image and gave more context as the real estate of 

the viewport decreased by source picking customized square images. 

 

Ultimately, the benefits of implementing responsive images grows larger the smaller 

view port the used device has. As mobile phones and tablets occupy the majority of the 

market share today [16] developers have much optimization to gain with implementing 

responsive images. 

 

 
 

What considerations must be taken when working with responsive images? 

 

In our hypothesis we believed that the complexity of the markup as well as the size of 

the data stored on disk would be factors that must be considered when working with 

responsive images. Like the previous hypothesis, this one also ended up matching well 

with our results from the experiment. 
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The results from the experiment shows that the amount of data that must be stored on 

disk increases when responsive image solutions are implemented. This has a direct 

correlation with the weight of the images and the number of images stored. “Base” used 

two images while “Resp” used 7 and “ArtDir” used 10. In the experiment our data 

stored on disk increased with 50.9% for “Resp” and 65.2% for “ArtDir” compared to 

“Base”. 

 

This experiment was intentionally performed on a small scale to clearly display the 

benefits and flaws of the technique. This may give us the illusion that the results of the 

experiment are insignificant, but if the same percentages were to be considered on a 

large-scale system the complexity would be taken more seriously. 

 

The number of images previously mentioned is interesting from a scaling point of view. 

If every image had to be cropped and customized for every breakpoint and art directed 

choice manually, the complexity would be so high that time probably would become the 

bottleneck. Compared to “Base”, “ArtDir” used five times more images which can 

become a problem quickly in a complex environment. The same principle applies to the 

complexity of the markup shown in the experiment results. The markup in “Base” uses 

a single line to display an image on the base page. When implementing responsive 

image solutions this single line quickly expands into blocks of code and becomes more 

complex. Depending on the number of resolutions you want to support, referencing the 

alternate image versions quickly escalates and if the image occupies a space other than 

the full width of the viewport you must calculate the value of the ‘sizes’ attribute taking 

padding and viewport width into account. 

 

This is creating a tipping scale scenario where the tradeoffs of implementing art 

direction and responsive images must be weighed to the complexities and 

maintainability. 
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The goal of this thesis was to establish an understanding of what the current valid 

standardized responsive image solutions are and how they work. This is done through 

a literary study. The experiment would then cover the questions about what benefits 

there are to implementing responsive images and what you must consider before doing 

it. The literary study answered RQ1 while the experiment answered RQ2 and RQ3. 

 

The experiment involved three websites: 

 “Base” – A base page where no responsive image solutions have been 

implemented 

 “Resp” – A page where only responsiveness has been implemented, not art 

direction. 

 “ArtDir” – A page where both responsive image solutions and art direction has 

been implemented. 

 

These pages were structured with the same title, two images and footer. The only thing 

separating them was the respective responsive image solution implemented. The goal 

with the experiment was to answer RQ2 and RQ3 by analyzing data collected from the 

different pages. The data analyzed were: 

 

 Load time of images in browser 

 Data sent over the network 

 Size of data stored on disk 

 Number of images stored on disk 

 Complexity of the markup 

 

According to the literature review two of the solutions found could be determined as 

valid standardized solutions to responsive images using HTML5: 

 The ‘picture’ element 

 The ‘srcset’ attribute 

 

The experiment concluded that if the above solutions were to be implemented, the user 

would benefit with decreased loading times and less data sent. The user experience 

would also become better because of art direction giving images more context and 

clearer focus. 

 

There are downsides to the solutions as well, which became apparent in the 

experiment. The results from analyzing the complexity of the markup showed that 

manually writing the markup becomes increasingly complex relative to the number of 

images. This means that the work of implementing responsive images can become too 

large of a task for developers depending on scale. This is also supported by the results 

gathered from section 5.3 where developers have to consider the increased complexity 

that comes with handling and managing the alternate versions of every image. 
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While responsive images have no downsides for the user’s point of view, developers 

have to carefully consider if implementing the solutions are worth the trouble. 

Automatization would make the developers lives easier with techniques like HTTP 

client hints, but the technology is unfortunately too far away to be useful at the 

moment. 
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Interesting fields that could be studied in a follow-up to this thesis: 

 

 Image optimization 

 

Image optimization is an interesting topic where performance can be gained by 

using different file formats and compressions. The choice between using raster 

or vector images is an ongoing debate and would be interesting to explore with 

file formats like SVG and WebP as a focus. 

 

 Server-sided image processing 

 

This thesis focus has been on implementing responsive images with markup 

and storing images on disk that has been manually processed. There are 

however server-sided solutions to image processing where the server takes 

care of the job for you. These solutions enable users to scale, crop and use filter 

effects via the URL. They could also in theory create a fully customized image 

automatically with the information retrieved from the client hints in the request 

header. A follow up study exploring the limitations and possibilities of the 

server-sided solutions in combination with HTTP client hints would be 

interesting as future work. 
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The “Base” page from the experiment: 
https://paikz.github.io/ResponsiveImageExperiment/base/index.html 
 
The “Resp” page from the experiment: 
https://paikz.github.io/ResponsiveImageExperiment/responsive/index.html  
 
The “ArtDir” page from the experiment: 
https://paikz.github.io/ResponsiveImageExperiment/artdirection/index.html  
 
The results from the experiment: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_EAeGeYh22iTa68b80DnPuqM_AxjyEjJX5jeO5p
bdRk/edit?usp=sharing  
 
Source code for the experiment: 
https://github.com/Paikz/ResponsiveImageExperiment  

https://paikz.github.io/ResponsiveImageExperiment/base/index.html
https://paikz.github.io/ResponsiveImageExperiment/responsive/index.html
https://paikz.github.io/ResponsiveImageExperiment/artdirection/index.html
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_EAeGeYh22iTa68b80DnPuqM_AxjyEjJX5jeO5pbdRk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_EAeGeYh22iTa68b80DnPuqM_AxjyEjJX5jeO5pbdRk/edit?usp=sharing
https://github.com/Paikz/ResponsiveImageExperiment

